Two guides have been developed to aid in identifying locations where significant carbon monoxide concentrations can be attributed to mobile source emissions. Both guides use state-of-the-art traffic engineering practices, emission factors, and dispersion techniques to provide a comprehensive yet manageable analysis of carbon monoxide concentration impacts. One guideline is oriented to indirect sources (e.g., shopping malls or sports stadiums) and provides a comprehensive manual methodology for assessing both 1- and 8-hour average carbon monoxide concentration impacts corresponding to the national ambient air quality standards. The second, or hot-spot guidelines, is designed to assess urban problems and employs a more general approach for estimating carbon monoxide concentrations at individual roadways and intersections. The term hot spot is used to indicate locations where carbon monoxide concentrations are estimated to be above the national ambient air quality standards. Both guidelines use a series of annotated worksheets, graphs, and tables, which are supplemented by background information on technique development and applications. Results of limited validation studies are included in each guide. These guidelines are particularly useful in evaluating indirect sources, planning transportation controls, assessing new roadway projects, and evaluating and selecting air quality monitoring sites.

Mobile source emissions produce virtually all carbon monoxide (CO) emissions at street level (1) and thus are primarily responsible for the magnitude of CO concentration levels in the immediate vicinity. People live and work near indirect sources of CO, roadways, and intersections, so such locations are priority locations where acceptable air quality should be maintained. Planners of air quality maintenance programs, however, have limited resources for ambient air quality monitoring and limited resources for detailed computer analysis and interpretation.

A simple yet comprehensive screening technique is needed for assessing the air quality impact of CO attributable to mobile sources. Past studies indicate that simple hourly traffic counts do not adequately represent variations in source strength or subsequent roadside CO concentrations (2,3). CO concentrations are highly variable from one location to another (4); therefore, the few existing sites for which detailed modeling or monitoring have been conducted are believed to reflect CO levels only in the immediate vicinity. They provide a poor indication of CO levels at other sites, especially when traffic and location configurations are different.

The two guides discussed in this paper are referred to as the indirect source guidelines (ISG) (5) and the hot spot guidelines (HSG) (3). These guides provide comprehensive, easy to use manual techniques for preliminary screening of mobile source CO impacts. This concept depends on current traffic engineering practices, current and projected emission factors, and state-of-the-art dispersion modeling techniques.

ISGs evaluate indirect sources. An indirect source is any facility that attracts mobile sources but is not itself a source, such as a new major intersection, a recreational area, or a sports stadium. The guideline allows for detailed consideration of variable meteorology, traffic, and emission factors. The procedures are best applied to an evaluation of a well-defined scenario (present or future) for a specific facility, including the nearby roadway network, in order to estimate quantitatively the CO impact near these sources.

In contrast, the HSG document is useful for quick screening of individual roadways and intersections on an urban basis. Instead of the detail and flexibility that ISGs employ to refine the concentration estimates, HSG use realistic worst-case assumptions to identify potential CO hot spot locations.

HSG and ISG provide powerful screening tools for a preliminary analysis of existing or potential CO impacts on air quality near mobile source locations.

TECHNIQUES

Both HSG and ISG employ current techniques to calculate emissions and estimate pollutant concentrations. The difference between the techniques is in the level of detail of input information, calculation procedures, and subsequent concentration estimates. The procedures are based on:

1. Mobile source emission factors—techniques for estimating CO emissions for current and future years (7);
2. Modal model—a model used to estimate automobile emissions under a set of base conditions for any driving cycle (1);
3. HIWAY—a line source dispersion model (8);
4. Traffic engineering theory and practice for estimating the interplay of various roadway and traffic parameters (9, 10, 11, 12);
5. Local observations of traffic parameters, meteorological conditions, and air quality; and
6. Available information from local planning and transportation agencies on specific roadway designs, vehicle usage, and current and future alternative network plans.

ISG are primarily facility oriented; therefore, more detail about the facility design and the nearby roadway network is required in order to estimate CO impacts. The project developer can generally supply these data, which are then combined with information on model year, calendar year, vehicle mix, ambient temperature, and automobile starting characteristics to derive emissions estimates for the desired scenario from emission factor tables. Receptor location, atmospheric stability, wind speed and direction, and type of source are then entered into nomographs (such as Figure 1) derived from HIWAY model simulations to estimate the CO impact of the source.

The document gives guidance for examining total CO impacts at intersections (all approaches) as well as whole parking lots, including entering and exiting ve-
hicles. Intersection and roadway validations in the ISG agree within the limits of the modeling procedures, but the techniques for analyzing parking lots need further evaluation. Worksheets, such as the one in Figure 2 (5), are provided for performing calculations. The user, however, is expected to become familiar with the bases for the techniques, their applications, and limits before proceeding to an analysis. ISG are designed for persons who have some prior experience in traffic and air quality analysis.

The level of detail required for ISG methods hinders their usefulness in an iterative fashion when many sources or locations are being evaluated. To facilitate such a procedure another set of guidelines, HSG, were developed. HSG are similar to ISG in emissions, traffic, and dispersion modeling methods but differ in detail of input data, ease of use, and intended use of the results. Instead of the one-level detailed analysis, HSG employ two levels of screening that are based on worst-case receptor locations (i.e., traffic and meteorology interact to yield a maximum estimate of CO concentration). This allows many roadways and intersections to be evaluated in a reliable manner consistent with worst-case assumptions. HSG provide adequate identification of potential hot spots in less time and with less effort than do more complex techniques. HSG are designed to be useful to persons who have limited background in either traffic or dispersion modeling.

The two screening levels in HSG include a simple yes-no determination as to whether the estimated ambient CO concentration is likely to be above the national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) and a method to rank such locations (Figure 3 is an example of the type of nomograph used in the yes-no determination). HSG techniques were derived from ISG through iterative applications of ISG procedures to find maximum concentration estimates for worst-case conditions. Limited validation of HSG shows that estimates are conservative and that they adequately identify potential CO hot spots.

### Applications and Uses

HSG allow an initial assessment of a whole network of streets and intersections and the possible interplay between them in terms of increasing or decreasing CO hot spot potential. This type of analysis will assist in evaluating whether existing CO monitoring locations are representative and in planning new ones. HSGs also provide procedures for assessing the impact of inspection and maintenance and other transportation control plan measures on emissions and, therefore, on CO impacts. Alternative traffic routing and signaling effects on worst-case network CO impacts may also be assessed through the HSG screening techniques.

ISG are designed for a preliminary assessment of CO concentrations near an indirect source. Instead of worst-case estimates at each source-receptor location, however, the user may use on-site conditions or projections to estimate the combined impact at a receptor of nearby parking, exit lanes, intersections, or streets.

Both guidelines allow adjustments to automotive emissions for future years, cold starts, hot starts, temperature, and speed. This, along with nomographs for various road and lane configurations, allows alternative scenarios to be modeled and compared. Alternatives
may include changes in network design and ambient conditions and subsequent impacts on emissions.

These guidelines allow the user to screen through receptor sites at three levels of detail:

1. Initial screening to identify potential CO hot spot locations (HSG).
2. Secondary screening to estimate worst-case CO concentrations at potential hot spots (HSG).
3. Manual detailed techniques to consider other than worst-case conditions (ISG).

Supplementary computer techniques are also available (13) to enable a user to perform levels 2 and 3 above for roadways and intersections.

Advantages and Disadvantages

These guidelines attempt to fill a gap in modeling mobile sources by providing simplified preliminary estimates. Advantages over detailed modeling or over simple traffic characterization include:

1. The guidelines are easy and quick to use for the level of detail discussed above;
2. They do not require computer resources;
3. They provide the best methods for treating intersections in a manageable and logical way;
4. They are comprehensive because even the simplest HSG technique uses a variety of assumed inputs to relate emissions to CO concentrations;
5. Alternatives or future years may be analyzed;
6. The guidelines can be used to screen many sources (HSG) and many receptor sites (ISG); and
7. They are based on state-of-the-art modeling techniques.

Disadvantages include:

1. Neither guideline can handle complex situations (e.g., intersections that have more than four approaches or tunnels);
2. Neither guideline can treat congested conditions; and
3. Validation is limited to several cases. The HSG are validated only to the extent that they identify locations of potentially high CO concentrations.

SUMMARY

Two documents designed for screening locations of potentially high CO concentrations due to mobile sources have been developed. ISG are facility oriented, require detailed data inputs, and are designed for an experienced engineer. They provide the capability to estimate CO concentrations at any location under variable traffic, emissions, and meteorological conditions. HSG are oriented to areawide analyses, require limited data inputs, and are designed for use by a general technical audience to estimate maximum potential CO concentrations under assumed worst-case traffic and meteorological conditions.

Both guidelines are based on current emissions information and modeling practices but are subject to changes as new emissions data become available or as federal motor vehicle control schedules are revised.

An application of HSG has been completed for Washington, D.C. (14). Midurski and Mills describe the experiences of applying HSG to Washington and the role that CO concentration estimates played in analyzing transportation and air pollution control strategies. A similar, more detailed study is under way in Providence, Rhode Island.
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The General Motors sulfate dispersion experiment was conducted in October 1975 at the General Motors Milford Proving Ground. The experiment simulated a four-lane freeway; 352 catalyst-equipped automobiles were driven at 80 km/h, resulting in a traffic volume of 5462 vehicles/h. The runs were conducted in the morning to obtain the most adverse conditions for pollutant dispersion. The maximum catalyst sulfate exposure near the roadway averaged 8 µg/m$^3$ for sixty-six 0.5-h runs. The average sulfate emission rate for each vehicle was 0.023 g/km. Near the roadway, mechanical mixing due to the traffic dominated the mixing caused by the ambient turbulence. At low cross-road winds, plume rise becomes important. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's HIWAY model was found to overestimate the concentrations at the pedestrian level under stable conditions. These overestimates become worse as the wind speed decreases, as the wind direction approaches parallel to the road, and as the distance from the road increases. A simple line-source model was constructed to remedy many of the limitations of the HIWAY model. The new model takes plume rise into account at low cross-road winds. It also avoids a cumbersome numerical integration required in the HIWAY model. An advection-diffusion model was also constructed in which the eddy diffusivity was determined from dynamic considerations. The influence of traffic was approximated by an additive component in the diffusivity tensor. Good agreements with observations were found, even when the off-diagonal terms of the diffusivity tensor were neglected. It is also expected that when the vehicle velocity is reduced, the extent of pollutant dispersion would also be reduced.

The experiment was conducted in October 1975 at the General Motors Milford Proving Ground.

EXPERIMENT

The proving ground is located in rural southeastern Michigan. The north-south straightaway at the proving ground was selected as the test track to simulate a 5-km long, 4-lane freeway. The terrain around the test track is relatively flat, especially at the sampling site. The automobiles driven in the experiment were provided by the four major domestic automobile manufacturers and equipped with catalysts and air pumps. After a lengthy preconditioning schedule (3), they were driven on 0.032 weight percent sulfur Amoco 91 gasoline during the experiment.

During the experiment, 352 automobiles were grouped into 32 packs. The packs were then grouped into parallel pairs, which occupied both lanes in each direction. The pairs were evenly spaced in both directions. The traffic speed was maintained at 80 km/h, resulting in a traffic density of 5462 vehicles/h. The traffic was controlled so that each pair of packs passed a fixed point every 29 s, thus maintaining a stationary flow. Figure 1 shows the traffic pattern during the experiment. A pickup truck is also visible in the figure. In fact, eight automobiles were replaced by pickup trucks, which were evenly distributed in the traffic and used to release a tracer gas, sulfur hexafluoride (SF$_6$), at a known emission rate.

Figure 1. The traffic pattern viewed from the south.